Reichbusters Painting tutorial
The Reich way to paint
(Just kidding, but it’ll do the job)((

Doktor Kopff
Welcome to the fifth episode of my painting tutorials for
Reichbusters. For this episode, we will continue working on the Not
of this Earth expansion miniatures. This time, we will focus on
another single figure, the medic from hell, Doktor Kopff. A beautiful
sculpt with lots of small details, and a lot of different textures.

Artwork by Guillem H. Pongiluppi

Preparation:
I had to remove a nasty mould line running straight across the face of the doctor. It
made it difficult to tell what the nose and mouth should look like, so we may have lost
some details there.

Priming:
Like we did before, prime the miniatures in black and add zenithal highlights with white
primer. This gives you a good guideline for placing the darker and lighter colours, on
the coat as well as on the skin of the alien.

Basecoat:

4. Use the lightest mix for the shoulders.

1. We will use some wetblending for the
coat, with three different colours. All
colours are made with AP Matt Black
and Doktor Blue (from the AP set).

5. For the skin of the alien, I mixed 6XX
Claw and Shrieker Grey (AP set).
2. Paint the shadow parts with the dark
mix (back of the coat).

6. Paint the bottom half with the dark
mix and the top half with the light mix.

3. Paint the rest of the coat with the
middle mix (apart from the shoulders).
Blend the two colours.

7. Then blend the two colours while still
wet.

8. Do the same for the belly and back of
the alien.

11. For the face, I mixed 6XX Claw with
some Cadian Fleshtone.

9. For the top of the alien, add some
more 6XX Claw to lighten the mix.

12. I painted the scarf with AP Pure Red.

10. Paint the brains with AP Vril Red
and a tiny drop of Matt Black.

13. For the shoes, I used Matt Black
with some Uniform Grey.

14. I also used this for the symbol on the
chest.

15. Paint the Vril cannisters on the head
with Vallejo Steel.

16. I also used this for the floor.

17. For the concrete, I used Uniform
Grey.

18. Mix Uniform Grey with Shrieker
Grey for the claws.

19. For the spikes, I used AP Skeleton
Bones

20. I painted all the metal parts on the
symbol and scarf and the rim of the coat
with Vallejo Silver.

21. For the cables, I mixed Matt Black
with some Vallejo Steel.

22. I painted the rim of the scarf with
Matt White.

This completes the basecoat!

Washes:
1. Wash the alien skin with a mix of
Reikland Fleshshade and Druchii Violet.

2. I used a mix of Nuln Oil and
Drakenhof Nightshade for the coat.

3. For the boots and the floor, I used
pure Nuln Oil.

This completes the wash.

Highlights:
1. Add some Matt White to the Vril
cannisters, so it will make the Red look
better.

2. Paint the eyes with Matt White. He
has no pupils (lucky you!).

3. I painted the third eye with Matt
White, and used Daemonic Yellow for
the iris. Use the pen for the pupil. (I
thought you said no pupils?!?!)

4. To highlight the brains mix some AP
Grimoire Purple with 6XX Claw and a
drop of Vril Red.

5. For the highlights on the skin, I mixed
6XX Claw with a bit of Shrieker Grey.

6. I added some Shrieker Grey for the
bottom half.

7. I highlighted the top of the alien with
6XX Claw.

8. Drybrush the concrete with AP Ash
Grey .

10. Add a little bit of 6XX Claw to for the
smaller highlights.

11. Re-apply Matt White on the rim of
the scarf.

9. Highlight the claws with Ash Grey
mixed with Shrieker Grey.
12. Paint the Vril cannisters with Pure
Red.

13. For the coat, I mixed Doktor Blue
with some Matt Black for the initial
highlights.

14. I added more Doktor Blue for the
second layer.

15. Again, I added Doktor Blue for the
smaller highlights.

16. Add more Doktor Blue for the upper
highlights on the shoulders.

17. Re-apply Vallejo Silver on the silver
parts.

Finishing Touches:
1. I started with a thin layer of Pure Red
for the glow of the Vril cannisters.

2. Then, I continued working with very
thinned down Pure Red.

5. I used AK Interactive Streaking
Grime for the top of the spikes.

3. I added several layers, going smaller
towards the cannisters.

6. Paint the rim with Matt Black.

4. To highlight the face, I used Cadian
Fleshtone with 6XX Claws.

7. I added some extra colour to the base
with AK Rust Streaks and Slimy Grime
Dark.

8. Seal the miniature with AK Matt
Varnish. I applied some Ardcoat to the
eyes, claws, spikes an cannisters. I
added some all-purpose glue to the tail .

This completes the painting tutorial for Doktor Kopff! See you next time!

Follow me on Instagram @ehlegast_miniaturepainting

